
(Under Construction)

District 1 Projects

- Bemiss Elementary – RRFB at Euclid/Cook crosswalk
- Arlington Elementary – PHB at Francis/Cook crosswalk
- Gonzaga Prep- Flashing units and marked crosswalks at Perry and Dalton
- Whitman Elementary – install missing sidewalk

District 2 Projects

- Cataldo Catholic – RRFB at 18th and Bernard crosswalk
- Grant Elementary – RRFB at 9th and Perry crosswalk

District 3 Projects

- Audubon Elementary – PHB at Northwest and Elm crosswalk
- Glover Middle School – install sidewalks on east side of Nettleton between Walton and Garland
- Madison Elementary – install sidewalks on both sides of Everett from Wall to Whitehouse